The possible lower symmetries (subgroups) of the A2BX4 structure (space-group symmetry D4& ) due to rigid octahedral tiltings at phase transitions are investigated. The method for obtaining subgroups determined by reducible representations (i.e., coupled order parameters) is described. This method depends upon subgroup information for irreducible representations (i.e. , single uncoupled order parameters). All subgroup symmetries which are allowed by the coupling of two simple octahedral tiltings are listed for this structure.
I. INTRODUCTION During the last fifteen years a great interest has developed in perovskites and perovskite-related structures.
Of particular interest has been the description and the classification of their various phases with the ultimate aim of clarifying the mechanism for the phase transitions.
The perovskites have the general structure formula ABX3, space-group symmetry O~, and were shown to undergo transitions (e.g. , SrTi03, NaNb03) arising from the condensation of soft phonon modes from the R and M Brillouin zone points of symmetry. ' The dominant mechanism for the transitions was isolated, and the transitions were described in terms of the tilting of the rigid BX6 octahedra. ' As the octahedra tilt and distort the original structure, the symmetry of the structure is changed. Similarly the mechanism for selected sequences of transitions in the antifluorites [( AzBX6) (Refs. 5 
C, ', (13) 
II. ISOTROPY SUBGROUPS DETERMINED BY IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS
The group-subgroup classification of continuous phase transitions was initiated by Landau many years ago. ' Since that time his approach has been used to study transitions in a wide variety of physical systems. The method of selection of subgroups proposed by Landau was by minimization of the lowest-order expansion of the free energy (up to quartic order) in terms of the order parameter. The order parameter represents the physical property of the system that changes as the system goes through the transition. Thus it denotes the "distortion" of the crystal taking place at the transition. For a system with a multicornponent order parameter and multiple independent quartic invariants, the minimization process becomes extremely dificult and numerical computer methods must be used. '8 Emphasis on group-theoretical ideas have allowed a more systematic approach to the classification of possible space-group changes. The order parameter g is taken as a vector in the carrier space of the representation of Go. Stability of the system with respect to homogeneous and inhomogeneous fluctuations can be implemented in terms of symmetrized (Landau condition' '' ) and antisym- Fig. 3 ) the eight matrices are generated by the matrices ad, --(, o') and C4, -- (, o') . S1,P11 S1,P11 S1,P11 S1,P11 S1,C10 S1,C10
Sl, C8 S1,C8 (1 1 1)
Notice that a vector of arbitrary length in the same direction as g'" will have the same image isotropy sub- There are three distinct orbit types (strata) for C4, (besides the stratum consisting of the point at the origin).
One stratum corresponds to the P3 orbit structure. An orbit corresponding to the image subgroup m (o ") we denote Pl (see Fig. 3 ), and gives another stratum of E.
An orbit for the subgroup consisting just of the identity is denoted C1 and gives the third stratum of E. Since any vector in a stratum subspace has the same image isotropy subgroup, any vector in region R of Fig. 3 (a stratum subspace of Cl) will have the image isotropy subgroup consisting of the identity.
The above separation into strata has physical relevance to the possible symmetry changes which are possible at phase transitions for a solid of space group symmetry Go. At the transition the order parameter q will appear linearly in some physical quantity (e.g., particle density, or charge density, or dipole moment, etc.) and the new symmetry is the isotropy subgroup of Go which leaves q invariant. As the parameters of the system are varied (pressure, temperature, etc.) the value of the order parameter may vary. When it remains within a specific stratum subspace no symmetry change takes place and correspondingly no phase transition takes place. Only when the order parameter passes from one stratum subspace to another (for example in going from the stratum containing the origin to a nonzero value of r/) will there be a symmetry change and a phase transition. At a phase transition it often happens that local inhomogeneities or fluctuations will determine which member of the orbit is selected. ' is a vector from the irreducible carrier space E' ' (with subgroup symmetry G ) and g'~' is a vector from the irreducible carrier E'~' (with subgroup symmetry G~) then the subgroup corresponding to g ' '63('~' in the reducible carrier space E' 'E'~' will be the elements of Go which simultaneously leave g' ' and g'~' fixed, i.e. , the intersection of the groups G' ' and G'~'. Every vector of the same stratum subspace determines the same isotropy subgroup. However, distinct subspaces of the same stratum yield conjugate subgroups of Go and therefore may give distinct intersections for G ' ' and G '~'. Thus to obtain all isotropy subgroups for reducible representations (RISG's), vectors from all strata as well as all stratum subspaces must be considered for both g and g. This intersection process is most simply performed by computer methods using the results obtained earlier for each irrep.
In Table II we list all RISG's due to the direct sum of any two of the irreps listed in Table I . As mentioned above the complete variety of stratum subspaces is to be considered in the intersection process. As a specific example, the intersection of Dqt, (an ISG of X3 ) with D2t, (an ISG of X~) yields the isotropy subgroup Czt, for the reducible representation X+3 &X4+ (see Table II ). The intersection of D2t, with I C2~0 00 ID P I C2 yields D2&, a»sotropy subgroup distinct from C».
IC2"~000IDzt, t Cz 000I ' is an ISG conjugate to D2t, and arises from a different subspace of the same stratum.
The column labeled "Subspaces" in Table II Table I , there are three isotropy subgroups (labeled Pl, P3, Cl) for each of these two irreps. They correspond to the three strata shown in Fig. 3 . The directions of g for orbits of X+& and P5 can be obtained in a manner similar to those for C4, .
We have also imposed a subduction criterion in the listing of Table II Thus only the more general sum result is given in Table   II .
IV. CONCLUSION
Based upon experience with perovskite-related structures, it is to be expected that additional transitions in the A2BX4 structure will be found which result from octahedral tilting. In many real systems the description of the phase transitions must be given in terms of coupled order parameters (reducible representations).
The present work classifies all transitions obtainable by bicoupled octahedra tilting parameters and is intended to be a practical and useful guide to those investigating the D4& lower symmetry phases.
